Planets D6 / Vradil Pix
Vradil Pix
Vradil Pix is the homeworld to the legendary Sis`aimon Blade Masters. The planet is a planet full fo
extremes. It has a
severe axial tilt and an irregular orbit of the system's star that causes it's climate zones to be radicly
different. The
planet can be absicly borken down into five zones, each with a seperate climate. The first is up near the
northern pole,
this zone is covered in arid desert waste land and stretches all across the top of the pole. It has
temepratures nearing
112 degrees during the day and temperates up to 10 below at night. The next zone moving southward is
the humid jungle
areas. The land of the main continent (on the western hemisphere) approaches the oceans here and is
kept very humid by
the water. However the tmperatures are better regulated as well. It is still very hot in the day but it's cool
and
pleasant at night. Next is the Rain Forest Areas all around the equator. Still on the mian continenet, this
zone is at
the very southern tip of it and is surrounded by the ocean. There is terrential downpour one out of three
days and is
constantluy and almost ubearably humid. At the south pole, all around the pole again, not on west or east
hemisphere, is
the Tudnra zone. Here the temperatures are at a high when they are 15 degrees below zero, with lows of
80 below. Very
little lives here, and the Sis`aimon only inhabit the edges of it near the water of this arctic continent. The
last zone
is sort of it's own continenet and takes up the entire eastern hemisphere except for the two poles. It is
coevered in
water and dozens of archipeligos spread out over the water. Many of the islands in this huge cluster are
volcanic. The
entire planet is covered in dangerous plants and animals. From posionous insects , snakes, and
fruits/vegttables, to
large and deadly predators able to tear even armoured walkers and tanks apart. Not only are there these
antural beasts,
but evil dark side creations such as Trollocs and Myrddraal walk the planet as well, waging constant war
with the
Sis`aimon.
Type: Terrestrial
Location: Inner Planets

Temperature: Hot, Sub-zero
Atmosphere: Type I
Hydrosphere: Arid, Saturated
Gravity: Standard
Terrain: Desert, Jungle, Rain Forest, Arcahipeligo, Tundra
Length of Day: 24.3 standard hours
Length of Year: 365 local days
Sapient Species: Sis`aimon (N)
Starport: Standard
Population: 4 million
Planet Function: Homeworld
Government: Clan System
Tech Level: Space
Major Exports: None
Major Imports: Technology
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